
Disorder What I see What the world sees
Autism a range of complex neurodevelopment dis-

orders, characterized by social impairments, 
communication difficulties, and restricted, 
repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior.

Someone who is mentally unable to function with 
other people, weird, slow,  stupid

OCD Someone who struggles with day-to-day tasks 
because their mind makes them think they have 
to do things a certain way

Someone who is obbcessed with a certain way of 
doing things and thinking that they become complu-
sive to where they HAVE to do it, Like over-cleaning, 
fixing things that are not broken, hoarding,

Depression Someone who battles with sadness and lonei-
ness, someone who suffers everyday because 
they always feel negative, someone who can’t 
control their feelings to the point where suicide 
is an anwser, no energy or care, 

Someone who is sad, alone, and quite for no reason, 
someone who hates the world and wants attention, 
unmotivated and lazy, wants to die and make others 
suffer

Anxiety Someone who gets nervous and freaked out 
daily, even by small things or nothing

Someone who overthinks things and its all in their 
head

ADD/ADHD Someone struggling with day-to-day tasks. No 
attention and a lot of frustration

Someone who can’t control themselves, someone who 
isn’t normal 

PTSD Something tramatizing and a horrible event or 
tragedy happened that is stuck in the memories 
and it scares the peorson and doesnt let them 
think clearly (like being in the army, a death, a 
diesase)

Someone who needs to stop obcessing over the past 
and move on, yeah it was tragic but you need to stop 
complaining

Bi-polar Someone who doesnt know what they are 
feelings and they sruggle with their emotions all 
over the place who doesnt know what to do or 
how to feel

someone who is scary and confused, who needs to 
stop and communicate, someone who in messed up 
the head, who cant seem to know their feelings, some-
one who doesnt know their personality

Anorexia/
bullimia

Someone who struggles with eating and with 
their weight and cant help themselves because 
they dont see anything wrong, they have a self 
image that they see themselves as “fat” or “ugly” 

Someone who is stupid and is killing their body by not 
eating, just eat or dont eat its their fault, they’re stupid 
and dont understand the real cost of not taking care of 
their body

insomnia & 
sleep

Someone whose mind doesnt shut down at 
night, someone who cant sleep because their 
body or mind wont let them, over-thinking, 

A person who stays up all night and does nothing 
important,  won’t go to bed because they dont want to, 
doesnt care

schizophernia Someone who struggles mentally, emotionally, 
and physically, day to day because their mind, 
body, and soul are discombobulated 

A person who is insane or crazy, who is scary and 
weird, A person to stay away from 

Gender con-
fusion

Someone who doesn’t know who they really 
are, boy or girl, they are sturggling to figure 
out what to do  inside and outside, who doesnt 
know who to love

Someone who needs to stop trying to change, some-
one who is confused, someone who is born a girl 
needs to stay a girl and someone born a boy needs 
to say a boy, that the bible says not to be gay and it 
doesnt matter about love

Alcohol & sub-
stances & cut-
ting

Someone who has pain inside their soul and 
they use their body to punish themselves, hurt 
themselves hoping that the pain in their head 
will go away, some one who is addicted and cant 
stop

you do drugs and you drink and you cut because you 
want attention because you think youre cool when 
youre really nothing

Pain & anger someone who gets angry over the little things 
but cant control themselves and wishes some-
one would listen to them that they are hurting 
inside

someone who is violent and agressive, someone who 
should be put away from people because they will hurt 
others


